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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Background: Rapid antigen detection tests for SARS-CoV-2 infection could promote the
clinical and public health policies to handle the COVID-19 pandemic. Rapid antigen
detection and molecular approaches could expand entry to checking and initial evidence of
issues and playing an essential role in public health managing choices that may decrease
the transmission. Objectives: We evaluated the diagnostic accurateness of couple of rapid
antigen recognition tests equated with the molecular-based assays for verdict of SARSCoV-2 infection. Methods: The 100 nasopharyngeal swabs were verified by the SARSCoV-2 RT-PCR kit as a gold standard for COVID-19 recognition. SARS‐CoV‐2 antigen
(Ag) was evaluated in the nasopharyngeal swabs using iFlash and UNICELL-2019-nCoV
antigen methods. The iFlash-2019-nCoV antigen assay, which is a chemiluminescent
immunoassay (CLIA), was used to qualitatively determine the nucleocapsid protein
antigen, where the other one was used to identify the nucleocapsid protein antigen by lateral
flow immunofluorescent test. Results: Out of the 100 samples, 62% were positive by RTPCR. Amongst 62 confirmed COVID-19 cases, 43 (69.4%) were positive by iFlash and 40
samples (64.5%) were positive by the UNICELL-2019-nCoV antigen assay. The specificity
of both I Flash-2019-nCoV antigen assay & UNICELL-2019-nCoV antigen assay with RTPCR were 100% and sensitivity were 69.35 and 64.52%, respectively. This sensitivity was
augmented to 100% compared with the PCR with Ct-value of ≤25 and specificity of 80.28
and 84.51%, respectively. Conclusion: Antigen detection rapid diagnostic tests may be
motivating in the initial stage of the infection when the viral load is elevated, and the risk
of SARS‐CoV‐2 transmission be high.
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Introduction
The existing pandemic of coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19), which is instigated by
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2
(SARS-CoV-2), has disseminated swiftly all over
the world. As of December 13, 2021, SARS-CoV-2

has diseased 270,458,029 people and caused more
than 5,322,978 deaths [1].
Rapid and reliable laboratory diagnosis of
COVID-19 along with timely isolation of infectious
and infected cases are the foremost key tools for
prevention and containment of ongoing community
spread throughout a pandemic. The diagnostic
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assays for COVID-19 included both molecular and
immunological approaches. The molecular checks
detected the RNA of SARS-CoV-2, mostly in the
nasopharyngeal examples, using nucleic acid
augmentation techniques (NAAT) and primarily
real time polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Meanwhile, the immunological tests could measure
blood’s antibodies and/or viral antigens in the
respiratory oozes [2,3].
Real time PCR (RT-PCR) is still the key
standard and most frequently utilized indicative test
in the clinical microbiological laboratories to
diagnosis COVID-19. However, it calls for
specialized instruments and proficiency, alongside
with many shortages of RT-PCR reagents in
different countries [4-6].
Antigen detection rapid diagnostic tests
(Ag-RDTs) have emerged as supplementary
screening tests which could deal with these
challenges. Recently, WHO has presented target
adduct profiles for such analysis. The most chosen
target is the viral nucleocapsid protein, mostly
owing to their high abundance in the clinical
samples. Ag-RDTs use immune-based technologies
as lateral flow sandwich, immunofluorescence, and
chromatographic digital immunoassays, with
several advantages of simple performance and
interpretation, short turnaround time, low cost but
less sensitive than NAAT. The WHO, therefore,
suggested the utilization of SARS-CoV-2 antigen
analyses if NAAT is unavailable and/or when the
long reversal times disqualify the clinical
usefulness, and within the first 5-7 d ensuing the
symptoms onse [7-10].
We, herein, estimated the implementation
of two Ag-RDTs, the UNICELL-2019-nCoV
antigen test and iFlash-2019-nCoV antigen assay.
The iFlash-2019-nCoV antigen assay (YHLO,
China) is a paramagnetic particle chemiluminescent
immunoassay
(CLIA)
for
a
qualitative
determination of the nucleocapsid protein antigen in
nasopharyngeal (NP) and nasal (NS) swab
specimens using the iFlash Immunoassay Analyzer.
The UNICELL-2019-nCoV antigen assay (YHLO,
China) detects the nucleocapsid protein antigen by
lateral flow immunofluorescent sandwich assay.
Materials and Methods
Specimens
Nasopharyngeal swab specimens were collected
from SARS-CoV-2 supposed patients admitted to
the molecular laboratory at El Kasr El Aini hospitals

(Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt), between AprilJuly 2021. We retrospectively tested 100 PCRpositive clinical samples from 100 different patients
for the Ag-RDTs test. The study was agreed and
approved by the research ethical committee of
clinical and chemical pathology department.
RT-PCR
The viral RNA was automatically extracted using a
chemagic instrument (Perkin Elmer, Hamburg,
Germany). The VIASURE SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR
kit (CerTest Biotech SL, Zaragoza, Spain) was
utilized to detect SARS-CoV-2 in the
nasopharyngeal samples. It is a one-step RT-PCR
(applied biosystems 7500 RT-PCR System)
targeting the ORF1ab and N-gene of SARS-CoV-2.
In accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines, at
first 15 µL of the provided rehydration buffer was
added to each well and then 5 µL of the extracted
RNA, positive and negative control were added.
Thermal cycling was done at 45 °C for 15 min
reverse transcript, monitored by 95 °C for 2 min
initial denaturation, and then 45 cycles of 95 °C for
10 s denaturation, and 60 °C for 50 s annealing. The
Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR System
was used.
Rapid antigen detection tests
In the present study we used iFlash-2019-nCoV
antigen assay (SHENZHEN YHLO BIOTECH CO.,
LTD., China) which is a paramagnetic particle
chemiluminescent immunoassay (CLIA) for
qualitative detection of SARS CoV2 nucleocapsid
protein antigen using the iFlash Immunoassay
Analyzer. Nasal swab was inserted into an isolation
reagent tube provided with the kit, carefully plunged
up, and down in the fluid for at least 25 s based on
the manufacturer's guidelines. The swab was, then,
removed while pressing the tube sides to excerpt the
swab’s liquid. Specimens were cold stored at 2-8°C
for no longer than 4 h. The specimens were
centrifuged for 5 min from 2000-4000 rpm and then
loaded into I FLASH analyzer. The results were
interpreted as either reactive (≥5 pg/mL) or nonreactive (<5 pg/mL).
The second SARS CoV2 antigen assay used in our
study was YHLO UNICELL -2019-nCoV Antigen
assay (SHENZHEN YHLO BIOTECH CO., LTD.,
China) which is a Lateral Flow Immunofluorescent
Sandwich Assay) for detection of SARS CoV2
nucleocapsid protein antigen. The swabs were
inserted inside the provided extraction tube and
vertically swinged inside the buffer for >15 s based
on the manufacturer's guidelines. The extraction
tube was, then, squeezed and the drained swab was
removed. After even mixing, 3 drops of the mixing
solution were added to the card. The card reading
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takes 15 min. As referred to UNICELL YHLO
manufacturer, the COI (cut-off index) <1.0 is
interpreted as negative and COI ≥ 1.0 as positive.

samples (64.5%) were positive by the UNICELL2019-nCoV Antigen assay with a statistical
agreement and significant p-value >0.001 (Table 1).

Statistical analysis
Data were coded and inserted via SPSS,
ver. 26 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Data were
then outlined by employing interquartile range and
median in quantitative data and by employing
relative frequency (percentage) and frequency
(count) for the categorical data. The quantitative
variables were compared via non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests [11]. Chi
square (2) test was done to equate the categorical
data. The precise test was utilized rather than the
predictable frequency is <5 [12]. Relationships
among quantitative variables were achieved by the
Spearman correlation coefficient [13]. Standard
diagnostic
indicators,
namely
sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV),
negative predictive value (NPV), and diagnostic
efficacy, were expressed [14]. p-values <0.05 were
measured as statistically meaningful.

Performance of SARS-CoV-2N Protein Antigen
by iFlash chemiluminescent immunoassay and
UNICELL-2019-nCoV Antigen assay
The comparison between I Flash-2019-nCoV
antigen assay with RT-PCR showed a specificity of
100% (95% Confidence interval CI: 90.75100.00%,) and sensitivity 69.35% (95% CI: 56.3580.44%). The PPV and NPV were determined as
100 and 66.67% (57.90 to 74.41%), respectively.
The comparison between UNICELL-2019-nCoV
antigen assay with RT-PCR showed a specificity
100%, whereas the sensitivity was calculated as
64.52% with CI of 51.34 to 76.26%. This assay had
a PPV of 100% and NPV of 63.33% with CI of 55.25
to 70.73% (Table 2).
The sensitivity of iFlash-2019-nCoV antigen
assay& UNICELL-2019-nCoV antigen assay were
increased to 100% ( 95% CI :88.06%TO 100.00%)
when compared to PCR positive samples with Ct
value ≤25 and specificity 80.28% (95% CI :69.14%
to 88.78%), (73.97% to 92.00%) respectively.

Results
There were 100 serum examples collected
from COVID-19 patient in Cairo University
Hospital (Kasr El-Ainy). The total 100
nasopharyngeal samples were analyzed by gold
standard RT-PCR assay, as a national guide line for
laboratory diagnosis of COVID-19. It is a one-step
RT-PCR targeting the ORF1ab and N-gene of
SARS-CoV-2. The negative RT-PCR results were
described as having Ct value >38 for all two target
genes (N and ORF).

The correlation between the antigen level by I
Flash and UNICELL to the Ct-value groups
The SARS-COV19 antigen level in the samples
detected by both iFlash-2019-nCoV antigen
immunoassay & UNICELL-2019-nCoV antigen
assay were correlated with the cycle threshold (Ct)
value of RT-PCR. A strong significant relationship
with negative correlation coefficient was found (0.864 & -0.716) and p-value >0.001, respectively
between the Ct-value and the level of N-antigen
detected (Tables 3).

Descriptive analysis of our results
From 100 samples, 62% were positive for both
genes with Ct-value of ≤38. Amongst the 62
confirmed COVID-19 cases, 43 samples (69.4%)
were positive by iFlash-2019-nCoV CLIA and 40

Table 1. Explanation of the results of both I Flash and UNICELL in relation to RT-PCR
PCR genes
+ve

-ve

p-value

Count

%

Count

%

+ve

43

69.4%

0

0.0%

-ve

19

30.6%

38

100.0%

+ve

40

64.5%

0

0.0%

-ve

22

35.5%

38

100.0%

Results of I Flash

< 0.001

>0.001

Results of UNICELL
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Table 2. The performance accuracy of both I Flash and UNICELL in relation to RT-PCR.
UNICELL
Statistic

iFlash

Value (%)

95% CI (%)

Value (%)

95% CI (%)

Sensitivity

64.52

51.34 to 76.26

69.35

56.35 to 80.44

Specificity

100.00

90.75 to 100.00

100.00

90.75 to 100.00

Positive Predictive Value

100.00

Negative Predictive Value

63.33

55.25 to 70.73

66.67

57.90 to 74.41

Accuracy

78.00

68.61 to 85.67

81.00

71.93 to 88.16

100.00

Table 3. The relation between level of antigen by iFlash, UNICELL, and the Ct-groups.
Ct-groups
p-value

Results of I Flash

Results
UNICELL

of

15-20

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

>40

Median

3213.60

1013.63

63.13

2.33

0.22

0.21

1st quartile

1243.60

168.26

11.20

0.38

0.18

0.18

3rd quartile

15424.69 9341.38

518.56

9.76

0.38

0.25

Median

87.45

24.46

2.38

0.42

0.43

0.48

1st quartile

19.74

5.55

0.94

0.26

0.30

0.38

3rd quartile

192.31

145.24

23.96

0.75

0.62

0.63

< 0.001

< 0.001

Discussion
It is needed to utilize the appropriate
diagnostic analysis for SARS-CoV-2 in the existing
ongoing COVID-19-pandemic to control the virus
scattered and properly handle COVID-19 patients.
The employment of RDTs in the identification of
COVID‐19 could have considerable advantages by
improving the efficacy of huge testing tactics [15].
Corona virus disease-19 RDTs detect either SARS‐
CoV‐2 antigen in respiratory specimen or anti‐
SARS‐CoV‐2 antibodies in the whole blood,
plasma, and/or serum.

detection, separation, and facility of suitable clinical
nursing to COVID‐19-patients. Rapid diagnostic
tests also decrease the overworks in emergency
circuits [17]. Rapid antigen immunoassays with
corresponding sensitivity and specificity to RT-PCR
methods will aid to accelerate the disease
examination. Herein, we evaluated the performance
of two Ag-RDTs, the UNICELL -2019-nCoV
antigen, and iFlash-2019-nCoV antigen assays
equated with RT-PCR for the recognition of SARSCoV-2 infection.

Rapid diagnostic tests are useful devices
that facilitate testing outside of laboratory settings,
a capability needed for hard to reach populations
[16]. Additionally, RTDs convey speed results than
RT‐PCR. This keeping time is a vital for the

By evaluating the iFlash which is a
chemiluminescence assay for detecting SARS CoV2
antigen against gold standard RT-PCR, it showed a
specificity of 100% (95%) CI: 90.75 to 100.00% and
sensitivity 69.35% (95% CI: 56.35 to 80.44%). Our
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findings showed lower sensitivity than that of the
results of Qiaoling et al., in which a total of 914
serum samples were utilized to quantify N-protein
antigen quantities by iFlash-2019-nCoV antigen.
The author found that the sensitivity and specificity
of serologic N-protein antigen were 76.27 and
98.78%, separately [18]. This disparity may be due
to the variation in the sample type, where we used a
nasopharyngeal swab instead of serum sample. The
sampling timing in relation to the symptoms play a
key role in antigen levels which was missed in our
study as it was retrospectively done on the collected
samples.
As regard SARS CoV2 antigen detection
by UNICELL lateral immunofluorescence assay,
the sensitivity and specificity were reported by the
manufacturer as 85.3% and 100%, respectively in a
study done on 249 direct nasopharyngeal swabs. The
sensitivity and specificity of this test were evaluated
in our study, and we found that the specificity was
100%, whereas the sensitivity was calculated as
64.52% with CI: (51.34 to 76.26%). Our results
showed lower sensitivity (64.52% vs 85.3%) and the
same specificity. The difference in our results could
be due to several factors namely the lower number
of tested samples. The collection of clinical
specimens might have lower viral load (high Ctvalue) compared with that of the manufacturer’s
samples.
The sensitivity of iFlash-2019-nCoV
antigen assay& UNICELL-2019-nCoV antigen
assay were increased to 100% when compared to
PCR positive samples with Ct value ≤25 and
specificity was 80.28%, this mean that sensitivity
was high in those with high viral load samples.
In a recent review done by Dinnes et al., to
estimate the indicative accurateness of Ag-RDTs
and molecular-based analysis for indicative of
SARS-CoV-2-infection [19]. A 48-finding stated 58
assessments of antigen tests. Estimations of
sensitivity noticeably differed among experiments.
Regarding the antigen test assessments in
symptomatic
contributors,
a
substantial
heterogeneity in sensitivities (and to a smaller
degree the specificities). Whereas the average
sensitivity was 72.0% (95% CI 63.7 to 79.0%) and
specificity was 99.5% (95% CI 98.5 to 99.8%),
alongside with regular sensitivity which was
declined with period since the symptom’s onset,
being greater in the first week (78.3%, 95% CI
71.1to 84.1%) than when done delayed (51.0 95%
CI 40.8 to 61.0%). Sensitivity was superior in those
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with greater viral loads described by Ct-values of 25
(94.5%, 95% CI 91.0 to 96.7%) equated to those
with smaller viral loads (40.7%, 95% CI 31.8 to
50.3%). As referred to the systematic review by
Dinnes et al. 2021, 3 studies evaluated the
fluorescence immunoassays in SARS Cov-2 antigen
detection with reported sensitivities and specificities
of 67%-94% and 93%-100%, respectively [19]. On
the other hand, another study evaluated
chemiluminescence immunoassay in SARS CoV2
antigen detection with reported sensitivity and
specificity of 73% and 100%, respectively [20].
Rapid antigen detection test had high
specificity in our result, thus in symptomatic
population (where prevalence is possible to be
extreme), the risk of false positives is minimal. At
69.3%, 64.5% sensitivity for iFlash & UNICELL,
the possibility that affected entities are lost is
30.6&35.5% greater than for RT-PCR. The
probability of incorrect undesirable results is highly
in those with high clinical thought of COVID-19 and
tested several days after the onset of signs when the
viral load stages may have dropped. This is
considered a general limitation in rapid antigen tests
which may lead to missed diagnosis of COVID-19
patients and consequent built decisions for proper
isolation.
The SARS-CoV2 antigen level in the
samples detected by both iFlash-2019-nCoV antigen
immunoassay & UNICELL-2019-nCoV antigen
assay were correlated with the cycle threshold (Ct)
value of RT-PCR. We observed a strong significant
relationship with negative correlation coefficient (0.864& -0.716) and p-value >0.001, respectively
between the Ct value and the level of N-antigen
detected in samples.
This means that the AG rapid detection test
are most possible to well operate in a patient with
superior viral load (Ct-value of <25) which typically
seem in the pre-symptomatic (1-3 d before the sign
onset) and initial sign forms of the disease within the
first 5-7 d of illness [21-22]. These proposals the
chance for initial diagnosis and disruption of
transmission through targeted isolation of the most
virulent cases and their close contacts. Patients who
show >5-7 d after the onset of signs are more
expected to have lower viral loads, and the
probability of incorrect adverse outcomes with AgRDTs [21].
Despite these limits in performance of AgRDTs, it could be a considerable role in directing
patient managing, public health ruling creation, and
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in observation of COVID-19. The overall efficacy
of diagnostic tactics is not only exemplified by the
intrinsic operations of in vitro attempts, which are
mostly expected by the sensitivity and specificity,
but also by their convenience, efficiency, speed of
process, and period to obtain the findings.
Additionally, diagnosis can gain from a scanning
algorithm based on successive steps of triage,
screening, and confirmation [17]. We conceded that
our study has some barriers which include that the
sample timing in relation to symptoms were
unknown. Furthermore, the serum level of
antibodies in relation to the symptoms timing were
not tested, and these two points play an
indispensable role in the evaluation of our AgRDTs.
Conclusion
The antigen tests differ in sensitivity, only
those indicated to convene the lowest performing
needs of ≥80% sensitivity and ≥97% specificity
could be deemed as a rational substitute for RT-PCR
of SARS-CoV-2 [23]. As the data on SARS‐CoV‐2
RNA suggested that the viral overload summits
within the first days after the onset of symptoms
[24].
Hence, Ag RDTs may be exciting in the
initial stage of the disease when the viral capacity be
high, and the threat of SARS‐CoV‐2 transmission is
at its highest. A combination of RDTs that assessing
SARS‐CoV‐2 antigen as well as antibodies would
increase the rate of COVID‐19 validation equated
with COVID‐19 testing utilizing antigen RDT alone
[25].
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